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Abstract. In order to effectively solve the problem of students being unable to 
attend laboratory classes in the classroom due to uncertain factors such as lim-
ited location of computer network experiments and the epidemic, this article us-
es Cisco Simulator to build a network simulation platform and introduces RIP 
routing protocol as an example. The construction of a network simulation ex-
perimental platform based on Cisco emulators has solved the shortcomings of 
traditional practical teaching. Practical teaching has shown that the construction 
of this platform can enhance students' interest in learning the network and their 
ability to innovate in the network. 
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1 Introduction to CPT Simulator 

Cisco Packet Tracer (CPT) [1-3] is a powerful network simulation software that can 
simulate network communication. Based on this platform, students can practice de-
signing, configuring, discovering, and troubleshooting network faults anytime and 
anywhere. In response to the limitations of network experiment training conditions 
and uncertain factors such as the epidemic, which prevent the normal conduct of net-
work experiments, a CPT network simulator is introduced. Building a network exper-
iment simulation platform based on virtual technology eliminates the need to consider 
issues such as the location and time of classes for online experiments. Due to the fact 
that the devices in the platform are virtual, there are generally no common hardware 
device failures, connection issues, etc. in real network environments. This not only 
saves teaching costs, but also invisibly improves the efficiency of students conducting 
experiments, which has great theoretical and practical significance for improving 
students' practical and innovative abilities. 
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2 Introduction to RIP Protocol 

RIP protocol is one of the earliest network routing protocols used, which is based on 
distance vectors and suitable for routing with fewer network nodes[4-5]. In the RIP 
protocol, "distance" is defined as "hop count", which means that for every router that 
a datagram passes through, the distance increases by 1. The network using RIP proto-
col requires all routers to maintain a distance record when working, which is used to 
record the distance from the router to other destination networks in the network, and it 
exchanges its own content-routing table with adjacent routers every 30 seconds. The 
RIP protocol uses user datagram packets to transmit information, which is a simple 
and low-cost datagram transmission method. But the disadvantage is that it is slow for 
bad message transmission, so it is not suitable for large-scale networks, etc. In re-
sponse to this issue, the IETF Association later released a new version of the RIP 
protocol, RIP2. The new version of RIP2 supports subnet routing, CIDR, and mul-
ticast, as well as multicast support[7]. 

3 Experimental Design and Implementation 

3.1 Construction of network topology structure 

This article takes the RIP protocol, which is often offered in computer network exper-
imental courses, as an example to introduce the construction of a RIP routing selec-
tion protocol simulation experimental platform based on CPT simulator[6]. Through 
the learning of simulation experiments, not only can students deepen their understand-
ing of the working principle of RIP protocol and the format of RIP messages, but also 
break through the traditional network experimental teaching mode of fixed location 
and fixed time. The design of RIP routing protocol experimental network topology 
diagram based on CPT simulator is shown in Figure 1. This diagram is composed of 
four routers and three PCs. Each router is configured with RIP protocol[8]. After re-
ceiving the message sent to it by its neighbor router, each router will update its own 
Routing table. Finally, routers in the entire network can get the routing message of the 
whole network by receiving the neighbor routing message update, thus forming a 
Routing table. Ultimately, communication between hosts is achieved. The allocation 
of IP addresses and subnet masks for three PCs is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. PC Host IP Address Allocation 

host interface IP address mask 
PC1 Fa0 10.0.0.1 255.0.0.0 
PC2 Fa0 13.0.0.1 255.0.0.0 
PC3 Fa0 14.0.0.1 255.0.0.0 
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Fig. 1. Network Topology Diagram 

3.2 Experimental Process 

Related Parameter Configuration.  

Configure the three hosts according to the content in Table 1.  
Taking host PC1 as an example, click PC1 to enter the Config interface[9], click 

FastEthernet0, and write the IP address 10.0.0.1 and subnet mask 255.0.0.0 in the IP 
Address column, as shown in Fig.2 below. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Configuration of PC1 
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Fig. 3. Configuration of Router1 

Router configuration.  
Due to the fact that each port of the router is initially in a closed state, before con-

figuring addresses for each port, the ports should be turned on first. The opening and 
configuration methods for each port of the router are the same. Taking Router 1 and 
Router 2 as examples, the specific commands are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

Observing the forwarding of RIP datagrams.  
After completing the relevant configuration through the above steps, switch to 

Simulation mode and click the Auto Capture/Play button. RIP datagrams will auto-
matically exchange with adjacent routers. Through observation, it is found that RIP 
packets are continuously forwarded between Router2 and the three surrounding rout-
ers, namely Router1, Router3, and Router4. In this way, each router knows how to 
forward the datagram to its destination through the latest route after receiving it. 

 

 

Fig. 4. RIP datagram forwarding 
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Check for route updates and RIP messages 

Clear the Routing table 
In the simulation mode interface, click Reset Simulation to restart the simulation 

experiment. Before the experiment, use the clear ip route command to clear the rout-
er's Routing table 

After clearing the Routing table of Router1 through the above command, click the 
inspect button, and then click to select the Routing Table on Router1. It can be seen 
that the Routing table in Router2, Router3, and Router4 has been deleted in the same 
way except for the local route and direct link route information. 

Observe the change of Routing table 
Click the Capture/Forward button to gradually track the routing information of RIP 

messages and observe the update process of routing information. When the first RIP 
message arrives at Router2 from Router1, click the Inspect button, and then click 
Routing Table on Router1. It is found that the Routing table of Router1 has not 
changed. Click the Capture/Forward button again. When the RIP message is sent from 
Router 2 to Router 1, observe the Routing table of Router 1, and it can be found that 
two pieces of routing information have been added, indicating that Router 1 can reach 
the network 192.168.2.0 and 192.168.3.0 through the next hop 192.168.1.2, as shown 
in Fig. 5. The learning process of other routers is similar to Router1, and we will not 
introduce them one by one here. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Routing table of Router1 after Learning 

Analyze RIP datagrams 
During the above single step execution process, when the first RIP datagram is 

generated, we view the format of the RIP message as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. RIP Datagram 

4 Testing Network Connectivity in Simulation Platforms 

After configuring, observing, and analyzing the devices in the experiment through the 
above steps, use the ping command to test the connectivity between PC1 and PC2, 
PC2 and PC3. After experimental testing, it is found that PC1 can communicate with 
PC2 and PC3, and PC1, PC2, and PC3 can also ping each other  

After the connectivity test, click on PC1 and use the TRACERT command to track 
the datagram with IP address 14.0.0.1. The tracking result is shown in Fig.7. The 
datagram sent by PC1 enters Router1 through port 10.0.0.2, then enters Router2 
through port 192.168.1.2, then enters Router4 through port 192.168.3.2, and finally 
reaches the destination[10]. The RIP routing protocol is a protocol based on distance 
vectors. From the network topology diagram, it can be seen that the shortest path from 
PC1 to PC3 does indeed pass through Router1, Router2, and Router4, ultimately 
reaching PC3. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Route Tracking 
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5 Conclusion 

This article establishes a network simulation experimental environment on a CPT 
simulator, and takes the RIP routing protocol experiment as an example to introduce 
the construction of network topology, the configuration of host IP addresses and rout-
ers, the learning process of RIP datagrams, and the composition of RIP message for-
mats. Finally, use the ping command to verify the connectivity between hosts in the 
network, and use the tracert command to check if the route selected by the RIP rout-
ing protocol is the shortest distance. The experiment proves that each host in the 
simulation experiment can communicate with each other, and the route selection is 
also the shortest path. By utilizing this platform, students can use their knowledge to 
simulate online experiments anytime and anywhere through their own computers. 
Students who have spare time can also carry out innovative experiments, which not 
only eliminates restrictions on their learning time and location, but also stimulates 
their interest in learning [7-10]. 
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which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.
        The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter's
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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